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ABSTRACT 
The use of multimedia is very crucial thing nowday. By using multimedia such as software program 
can aid the teacher to improve students’English skill. Specially for listening, multimedia is important 
since without using multimedia the teaching process can not be done. Winner class professional V.3.0 
software is one of software that can be used in teaching listening. It is a classroom management 
program that can be utilized for language and computer laboratories that has main features where the 
teachers can send sound and video to the students’ computer for all multimedia files, interacting 
activities, quiz, broadcast, etc. This article will discuss the way to use this software in teaching 
listening. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Teaching listening at university level is not easy one since the lecturer has to teach listening in 
the high level of listening topic. The students should be able to understand the topic that has been 
designed. The standards should be fulfilled by the students in order to be succeeding in learning. Even 
thought they are studying in university level, specially for listening, they got many problems due to 
from junior hight school until senior hight school, they did not learn listening intensively if compare 
with reading, writing and speaking skill. They just learn listening to face National test.Beside that, 
lack of material and facilities also a big reason for teacher not to teach listening in schools level. As 
the matter of fact it influences to students listening’skill when they come to university level. 
To make students interest to study listening, the lecturer  teach them by using interesting 
method, approach, strategy, and media. Talking about media, the lecturer have to teach listening by 
using multimedia cause without media, teaching listening can not be done. At IAIN Batusangkar 
listening lecturer teach listening by using CALL. The program is Winner Class Proffessional V.3.0 
software. This software has many features that can make students interested to follow listening 
subject.This paper will discuss the used of this software in teaching listening. 
Teaching Listening 
In teaching listening, the lecturers need some principles in order to make the teaching and 
learning process successful. Brown (2001: 258) suggests some Principles for teaching listening. They 
are as follows: 
In an interactive, four-skill curriculum, make sure that the lecturers do not overlook the 
important of techniques that specifically develop listening comprehension competence;  
Use techniques that make the students intrinsically motivating;  
Utilize authentic language and context;  
Carefully consider the form of listeners‟ responses;  
Encourage the development of listening strategies;   
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Include both bottoms-up and top-down listening techniques.  
 
Successful listening can also be looked at in terms of the strategies the listener use when 
listening.  Rost (2002: 155) identifies strategies that are used by successful listeners. They are 
predicting, inferring, monitoring, clarifying, responding, and evaluating. First, predicting is about what 
listeners think about what they will hear. The second is inferring. It is useful for learners to listen 
between the lines. Next was monitoring. Good listeners notice what they do and do not understand. 
Next, it is clarifying. The efficient learners  ask questions and give feedback to the speaker. In the 
responding, the listeners react to what they hear. The last is evaluating. In evaluating, the listeners  
check on how well they have understood.  Strategies can be thought as the ways in which a learner 
approaches and manages a task, and listeners can be taught effective ways of approaching and 
managing their listening. These activities involve the listeners actively in the process of listening.  
Besides, it is also required the appropriate listening sequences in order to make the successful 
listening. Wilson (2008: 160) mentions three listening sequences. They are pre-listening, while-
listening, and post listening. They will be explained in details as follows: 
 
Pre-Listening  
The first stage involves active schemata to help students to predict the content. The pre-listening stage 
should prepare students by helping them activate their background knowledge and clarify their 
expectations and assumptions about the text. An ideal pre-listening task is one in which the lecturer, 
through carefully constructed questions, helps the students to activate the background information and 
language components including the vocabularies used. A successful listening activity is depend on 
what students do during pre-listening.  
 
While-Listening  
In the while-listening, the students hear the input once, for listening gist. Then, they listen a second 
time, either in order to check or answer more detail questions. There are some important points in 
doing while-listening. They are:  
Allowing students to listen to the text two or three times as a whole;  
Encouraging student to focus on global meaning first and do not ask the students for details after the 
first listen;  
Encouraging students to make assumptions after the first listen and verify them after the second listen;  
Focusing the questions and attention at this stage on the segments of the texts that are accessible to the 
students in terms of vocabulary and structures. The students don't need to get everything in the text. 
 
Post-Listening  
There is an emphasis on helping the students with difficulties and reflecting on performance. A post-
listening activity represents a follow up to the listening activity and aims to utilize the knowledge 
gained from listening for the development of other skills such as speaking or writing. The appropriate 
listening activities in every stage are also required to make the listening successful.  
 
Multimedia Learning 
According to Mayer in Jones and Plass (2002) Generative Theory of Multimedia Learning, 
based on Paivio’s (1971,1986) Dual Coding Theory, posits that in order to comprehend a text 
meaningfully, students must select relevant written (“verbal”) and pictorial (“visual”) information 
from it, organize the written information into a coherent verbal mental representation, organize the 
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pictorial information into a coherent visual mental representation, and then integrate these newly 
created mental representations with one another by building referential connections between them and 
integrating them into a mental model. 
Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL) 
Many studies showed that the students taught foreign language through CALL programs gave 
better result than those taught using traditional program (Asodeh, 1985;Siribodhi,1995). 
Graham davis (2002) states CALL is perceived as an approach to language teaching and 
leraning in which the computer is used as an aid to the presentation, reinforcement and assessment of 
material to be learned, usually including a substantial interactive element. 
The current philosophy of CALL puts a strong emphasis on student-centre materials that allow 
learners to work on their own. It is a tool that helps teachers to facilate the language learning process. 
Research and practice suggest that network based technology and CALL can contribute for language 
learning. Lee (2000) state that the contribution of CALL as experimental learning, motivation, 
enhenced students’ achievement, authentic material for study, greater interaction, individualization, 
independende from singgle source of information, and global understanding. 
The used of CALL in teaching listening is viewed as important thing since in listening CALL can help 
the students to be independence learners and for teacher CALL can help them to teach listening 
effectively.  
 
What is Winner Class Professional V3.0 Software? 
Winner class is classroom management software that can be used for language and computer 
laboratories. This main features of this software, the teacher can sent sound and video to the students’ 
computer for all multimedia files. It can be used for giving quiz and examination where the teachers 
can create the question by themselves. There are web and program controllers in order to help the 
teacher able to block certain sites and control the students to use certain program that available in their 
computer. 
Winnerclass software has system requirements, software registration, regular setup and login 
system both teacher and students program. After login, the system will be connected between teacher 
program and students’ program. 
There are many menu in this software such as: 
Screen Broadcast 
Screen broadcast is one of the most important fuctions of winnerclass software. Lecturer can broadcast 
his screen to one or more of the students’ screen or windowed mode. 
Students Demonstration 
Winner Class allows lecturer to select a student to demonstrate the operations of his/her desktop to 
teacher and other students. During the demonstration, lecturer can take control of the students’ mouse 
and keyboard. He/she can also talk with the selected student during the demonstration, while the other 
students can hear it. 
Net Movie 
Lecturer can play media files on his/her computer and broadcast the media to the entire class. Students 
don’t have to download the media file. Lecturer does not have to share the media file with students. 
The process uses streaming media by network 
Interactive Whiteboard 
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Interactive whiteboard is designed for active classroom atmosphere and enhancing interaction between 
teacher and students. Lecturer can use whiteboard to share the painting, image, screenshot and 
document with students, and lecturer can also draw with students together.  
Quick Response 
Quick response can be used to answer the question to see students’ response about the task. 
Camera 
Winner class allows Lecturer to broadcast his/her live content from a USB web camer to multiple 
students simultaneously. Teacher can also broadcastst voice content while broadcasting live content. 
Digital Recorder 
Digital and recorder is one of the important function, which aims at improving students’ abilities of 
listening, speaking, reading and writing when learn a new language. 
Group Management 
Group management allows the teacher to divide the students in the currently activated class model into 
different groups in order to perform group chat and teaching activities. 
Chat 
With group chat and topic chat, students could conduct text communications in each group. Group 
chat allows teacher to divide students into groups and process text and voice communications; Topic 
chat allow teacher to create multi topics, and students could freely select a group to join in and chat in 
the group. 
Group Teaching 
Group teaching allow teacher to divide students into several groups enabling peer tutoring and 
cooperative learning. 
Quiz. 
Winner Class software provides powerful quiz functioevaluatin, enable to quickly and easily perform 
teaching evaluation activities. 
Answer Sheet 
Lecturer can use answer sheet editor to import quiz paper and edit the answer. It is a stand alone 
program, so that teacher can edit the anwer sheet at home with it. 
Survey 
The survey function allows the lecturer to test the students’ skill with the single question and get the 
students’ answer immediately. The teacher can also use this survey function to do some surveys. 
Response and Competition 
Lecturer can launch quick response and use awards to check the performance of each student. 
File Distribution 
This feature helps lecturer to distribute file to the students 
File Submission 
The file submission function function allows the students to submit their job to the specified directory 
on the teacher side computer. The lecturer can manage whether or not to accept all the files submitted 
by the students, or choose or accept one student’s files at time.  
Screen Recording and Playback 
It allows teacher to use net movie function to open the recorded file and paly it back in the class like 
the screen broadcast 
Screen Broadcast 
In this tab, lecturer can select the default mode of students side during screen broadcast process. 
Beside, lecturer can set the saving path and performance of screen record during screen broadcast 
process. 
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Voice Chat 
In this tab, lecturer can set the properties of voice chat, such as blanck students screen, lock keyboard 
and mouse on student device. 
Student Monitor 
In this tab, the lecturer can set the maximum number to display, toggle duration and view duration to 
monitor. 
Screen Record File Receiving 
In this tab, lecturer can set the quality scheme, recording scheme, and whether to record the voice 
during screen record. Lecturer can select the folder which is used to save files subbmitted by students, 
and they can set the limitation of the size and number. 
Network 
In this tab, the lecturer can select an IP address to bind with lecturer side and set the latency of 
network. Besides, he can set some other fields of network. 
 
Hotkey 
In this tab, lecturer can set hot key for some common functionalities. (Winner Class Proffesional V3.0 
Manual Book:2005) 
 
CONCLUSION 
To sume up, teaching listening employ winnerclass professional V.3.0 software can assist 
teachers or lecturers in teaching listening effectively and interestingly since this software provide 
many programs that can be utilized in teaching listening. This software use multimedia as a 
technology that support listening skills developments. It emphasize that the rule text and visuals as aid 
to language processing when appearing in conjunction with the aural text. It also as motivational 
aspect of video as an advantage for language instruction. This software combined media that can 
encourage target language processing. In short, winnnerclass professional software as a medium for 
learning language represents a myriad of instructional possibilities and as a tool for listening skill 
development. 
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